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Abstract. Users of information systems increasingly expect information
to be available to edit from multiple devices and by multiple users, online
and offline. Strategies exist for shared data types with strong eventual
consistency guarantees. These can be complex and fault-prone to im-
plement de novo for application data, and library implementations do
not present standard APIs. To improve data interoperability, portabil-
ity and extensibility, these strategies can be applied to a standard and
self-describing data format, RDF. We introduce m-ld, a component pro-
viding eventual consistency for RDF data, showing how it can be used
to create a collaborative message board program.
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1 Introduction

Real-time collaborative editing of documents is now a well-established pattern in
groupware programs, popularised by Google Docs. Other notable ad hoc imple-
mentations include Figma [14] and Wikidocs [7]. Evan Wallace (Figma) justifies
their investment with the comment “it just felt wrong not to offer multiplayer
as a tool on the web”.

However, collaborative editing features are particularly complex to imple-
ment from scratch. Reasons for this relate to ensuring strong eventual consistency
in the face of concurrent edits for a non-trivial data structure [10]; implement-
ing the consistency algorithm in the face of network and compute failures; and
testing the implementation. Haymo Meran (Wikidocs) comments, in relation to
his subsequent work integrating collaborative editing into Atlassian’s tools, “you
need a lot of endurance” (https://youtu.be/EgCYd6ei7QI?t=21).

To address this, re-usable software components have been developed that
provide abstract shared data types. Active open-source projects include Yjs [9]
and automerge [5]. These tools alleviate the implementation complexity of real-
time collaborative editing for stand-alone programs.

If two different programs are to support collaborative editing on the same
information, it is necessary for the shared data types’ behaviours to be correctly
implemented in both. This will generally require changes to source code, whether
to re-implement an ad-hoc data type, or to include a library.
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We can conceive improvements to this integration complexity. First, if each
program were to publish the identities of the shared data types in use, other
programs would be able to dynamically select and apply a suitable implemen-
tation. However, this would still require a specific mapping of the program’s
presentation layer to each of the supported data types’ interfaces. This could
be addressed with a common representation such as the Resource Description
Framework (RDF).

A key feature of RDF is that it is extensible, including with new data struc-
tures, which can be strongly identified in the data so consuming applications can
adapt to them. Extensions to RDF use vocabularies of known Internationalised
Resource Identifiers (IRIs), given meanings by specifications or conventions. An
extension may define an entailment regime, that is, a set of logical consequences
of the statements in an RDF graph. It may also impose syntactic conditions or
restrictions.

The m-ld project is exploring how to use these properties for shared data
types. The goal is to facilitate the re-use of shared information in different con-
texts and by different applications.

2 Related Work

m-ld builds directly on prior work on the theoretical basis for real-time collabo-
rative editing of RDF [3,6,15]. Besides implementing strong eventual consistency
for RDF graphs, this project also seeks to consider the automatic maintenance
of extended semantics in real-time.

Other work has focused on a Distributed Version Control System (DVCS)
approach [2,13], such as for improving the quality of Linked Open Data [4]. The
DVCS model supports extended semantics by requiring an external intervention
if concurrent operations give rise to an inconsistent state. So, this approach
is better suited to systems without a real-time constraint, or with a central
authority such as a database.

Consistency can also be achieved in a decentralised system using distributed
consensus, often used with blockchains. RDF is being considered in this space, for
example, for indexing [12]. Consensus does not itself address the merge algorithm
for concurrent or offline edits, but is a means for an observer to know that a state
has been agreed. This property is likely to be useful in future work on m-ld.

3 Approach

The m-ld project (https://m-ld.org/) approaches RDF shared data types by:

1. Implementing the RDF graph itself as a shared data type.

2. Establishing a pattern for the composition of extended shared data types
within the RDF graph, using vocabularies.

https://m-ld.org/
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3.1 Shared RDF

The realisation of an RDF graph as a shared data type is a direct implementation
of SU-Set, a Conflict-free Replicated Data Type (CRDT) [3]. Sharing is effected
by making a copy of the graph (a clone), with a new process identity. Upon
mutation, clones publish operations which are delivered to every peer clone and
merged into their graphs. The SU-Set permits these mutations to be concurrent,
while guaranteeing that all clones will eventually converge on the same graph.

As a CRDT, the SU-Set does not require central coordination for a total
ordering of operation messages. Instead, it requires causal ordering. This is re-
alised in m-ld using a logical clock and re-ordering of incoming messages, as
necessary, in each clone. The clock chosen is a simplification of an Interval Tree
Clock [1], which is more space-efficient than a vector clock.

The SU-Set also does not require “tombstones” (markers for deleted data).
However, this means that it is not possible to arbitrarily merge clone graphs
without knowledge of the operations applied to each since they diverged. For
this reason, m-ld clones maintain a journal of operations, to allow clones to
rev-up from a peer if they have missed operation messages.

3.2 Shared Data Type Vocabularies

The realisation of the RDF graph as a shared data type ensures eventual con-
sistency for all graph mutations. However, it does not guarantee correctness of
the graph content according to any applicable extended semantics.

The m-ld project has explored the embedding of ordered lists in the shared
graph, using a sequence CRDT inspired by LSEQ [8]. The CRDT behaviour is
not core to m-ld but rather implemented using a constraint, which encapsulates
the list syntax and semantics. The input into a constraint is the current state
and the proposed operation, whether local or received from a remote clone, and
it is able to reject an invalid local operation, rewrite the operation, entail conse-
quences of the operation, or even assert new data. The constraint is dynamically
selected and executed based on the vocabulary used in the data (or also, in this
case, as the default list implementation in m-ld [11]).

In principle the same process, of defining a vocabulary and providing a con-
straint implementation, can be used to implement other shared data type exten-
sions.

4 Demonstration

The m-ld website provides two web applications that demonstrate the compo-
nent, using an engine running in the browser. In both cases the Javascript of
the web application loads and uses the engine as a library. The dynamic RDF
graph is stored locally in the browser; services are only used for website content
delivery and operation message delivery.

The demo web application (https://m-ld.org/demo/; Fig. 1, left) presents
a “message board” which can be edited concurrently by multiple users worldwide.

https://m-ld.org/demo/
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The playground (https://m-ld.org/playground/; Fig. 1, right) is a utility for
interrogating a m-ld graph using the API syntax. In the figure, the playground
has been directed to share a graph with the message board, and the representa-
tion of the one of the messages is visible, as JSON-LD.

Fig. 1. The m-ld demo and playground web applications

5 Evaluation & Ongoing Work

The m-ld project has built a shared data types engine using RDF as its foun-
dational data representation. m-ld supports real-time collaborative editing of
information, including maintenance of extended semantics for ordered lists. Fur-
ther work is needed to validate the extensibility pattern against other shared
data types, and in realistic use-cases.

Other ongoing and future work in the m-ld project includes:

– Publication of the m-ld protocol specification.
– Research into supporting strong cryptographic assurance of data integrity

and traceability, with authority assignable to identified users or groups.
– Research into tunable strategies to truncate or compress the clone journal

to balance availability against storage consumption.
– Performance characterisation and tuning.
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